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Some Notes on the van der Waerden Conjecture 
C:ommunicatctl t)y Xlan J I loffnian 
Let 5;$,, be the set of all doubly stochastic. matricw, tfl:it ii;, tlw wt 
of all 72 x Fz matrices with nonnegative entries and rci\v and wlumn 5unx 1 . 
The permanent of an R x YZ matrix .4 r. (aii) is defiwd b> 
holds (Theorem 1). Csing linear programming methods, (a) and (b)’ are 
shown to hold for all matrices A for tvhich per(Slj, S E Q,, assumes a local 
minimum. 
Two vectors, a = (+, . . . , a,) and b == (I$,, . . . , bp,), are said to have the 
sa?JW 2tWI @&3% if Cri == 0 whenever bi = 0 and vice versa. Let A be an 
absolute minimizing matrix of per(S), S E .Q,. If all the rows (columns) of 
A have the same zero pattern, then A is positive (Le., tiij > 0 for all 
i and j> and the conjecture of van der Waerden holds I-6, Theorem 3 1. It 
was also shown in IS; that, if 44 is not p0sitivc, then not all its zero elements 
belong to the same row (column). In Section 3 ijre generalize this result 
and show that, if A is not positive, then its rows are of at least three 
ciifferen t zero pat terrw (Theorem 2). 
Hence 
and this minimum is assumed at 13 :=: ;q. 
Let us formulate the preceding minimum prohlern as a linear pr(j- 
gramming prohlem (see, e.g., j 31) : Giwn t t 1C 7t3 nun-hers p-(,*1 jj), 
;,j= I,..., ?l. Find 
(3’) 
158 II. LONDON 
As 14A T and -4 TA are both double stochastic and irreducible, it follows 
from (8) that 14 -= ce and IJ = &, where c and d are constants. Substituting 
in (5), it follows that c + d -= per(A ), and the proof is complete. 
3. FCRTHER PROPERTIES OF THE hfINIMIZING MA’l-RIX 
Given an n x n matrix A, we denote its ith row by Ai, t: =I= I,. . . , $1, 
and we also set A = (A,,. . ., A,). 
Prooi. Equality (9) follows directly from (1) of Theorem 1 (cf. iti, 
Txmma. ’ 4 : ) . hkJ!ving is anher prod, independent of Theorem I. 
Denote A’ == (A, A41, A,,. . ., A J. As A is a minimizing matrix, and as 
A and L4’ are matrices of the same zero pattern, it follows that 
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